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Perhaps the most appealing part of the aerospace industry is solving the unknown. The gleam in
the eyes of aerospace engineers trying to solve the unknown is much like the gleam in the eye of
a kindergartener. In both cases there is mystery, joy, and wonder in everything. Students who are
allowed to discover, create, and innovate are unstoppable.
• They enjoy risk and working on the unknown rather than memorizing the known.
• They are not afraid of technology.
• They have great solutions that largely go unheard.

In an initiative called Building Ships, we are bringing together local, national, and even
international communities to discover how to empower students via simple relationships and
collaborations with industry and subject matter experts. What we are finding is that Building
Ships is essential to facilitating the infinite potential for ALL students.

Relationships
Mentorships, Partnerships
Internships, Apprenticeships
Friendships, Sponsorships
This article will share how simple connections to aerospace employees and other caring adults
can lead to a culture of learning so urgently needed for students, schools, and the future of the
aerospace industry. This can only be accomplished if we ALL work together. (Community,
Industry, Students, Parents, and Schools)
Lockheed Martin has been a leader in Building Ships through their direct involvement in
sponsoring robotics clubs, creating internships, mentoring students, and pioneering the future of
learning with the same passion they have for deep space exploration and other aerospace
innovations.
Vision: Students who are connected to an entire community feel supported and will thrive in
joyful learning opportunities.
Mission: We are inviting industry, community, and businesses to join us in making sure every
student has the kind of ships that promote kindness, readiness for future careers, and passion for
infinite opportunities to help humanity.

I was reading my local newspaper, The Daily Camera, and this quote resonated with the quest to
Build Ships.1
There are all kinds of challenges these days that people are trying to solve, and we’re done with
the easy problems. We’re entering grand challenges that aren’t going to be solved by a person
or company, they’re going to be solved by a community.
- Scott Sieke, (graduate student at CU Boulder who works with Science Discovery)
In 35 years of teaching, you see it all. You see happy students skipping through the hall, excited
to learn. You see students going far beyond the lesson you prepared; so far beyond that you
realize they are smarter than you. You see students that inspire other students and lift the spirits
of everyone in the school.
HOWEVER
You also see students who are withdrawn, suicidal, and even violent. You see students with great
potential who hate school and complain that they are bored. You see inequality as some lack
access to learning, technology, qualified teachers, and caring adults.
Can simple connections to subject matter experts in K-12 learning help? How can Building Ships
inspire, inform, and bring hope?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Ships inspires and informs a student’s vision for how they can THRIVE in their
future.
Building Ships creates a network of support vital to career and personal goals.
Building Ships levels the playing field between rural and urban schools.
Building Ships empowers students to dream big and advocate for their own learning.
Building Ships will lead to solving the world's most urgent problems; the problems that
current generations are not able to solve.
Building Ships will help students understand why they are learning and not just what
they are learning.

One inspiration for Building Ships occurred when I listened to the Lockheed Martin “Skunk
Works” Podcasts.
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The SHIPS TEST described in Episode 2/ Season 1 of the Lockheed Martin podcasts “Inside
SKUNK Works” was designed to show people how to think differently, think outside the box,
and not add rules that aren't there.2

Kelly Johnson led an approach in aerospace for making the impossible possible.

Skunk Works3

Name different kinds of ships?
You get to grade yourself.
Like most adults, I flunked the test. One of my answers was Titanic. Other answers from adults
might include: Carrier, Destroyer, Submarine, Air Ship, Spaceship
The highest scores usually come from the answers given by middle school students.

Partnerships, Relationships, Citizenship, Ownership,
Mentorship, Apprenticeship, Friendships
An aha moment for me was seeing the answers from middle school students. These were the
words that kept coming up over-and-over in our attempts to inspire, inform, and improve K-12
learning. If I had to choose just one word, it would be relationships.
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In order to find the value of relationships in learning, we might ask how relationships are built
with family, spouses, friends, business partners, someone you date, community members,
neighbors, and global acquaintances. Thinking about the diversity of these relationships leads to
core values shared by each category.
Core Values in Diverse Relationships
•
•
•

Shared Experiences (Success & Failures)
Communication and Perceptions from ALL Sides (Not a One-Way Delivery)
Solving the Unknown (Collaboration)

Humans seem to be good at creating systems and telling others what to do. What about listening?
Perhaps the most important action people can take to build relationships is listening.
Listening to:
•
•
•

Students
Industry
Teachers
“I like to listen. I have learned a great deal from listening carefully.
Most people never listen.”
– Ernest Hemingway
“I never learn anything from listening to myself.”
- Barbara Kingsolver, Flight Behavior

Who Should Build Relationships?
Relationships that Inspire and Inform Learning
Below are some options for aerospace and education.
Aerospace
Foundations
Community and Government Relations
Educational Outreach
Workforce Development & Recruitment
Engineers (Systems, Mechanical, Aerospace, RF . . .)
ALL Employees (Graphic Arts, Accounting . . .)

Education
Foundations
Departments of Education
School Districts
Career Tech Ed (CTE)
Teachers & School Employees
Students & Parents

How Many Relationships Can Be Built?
Relationships that Inspire and Inform Learning
According to a recent article in the Denver Post, there are approximately 198,220 aerospace and
aerospace related jobs in Colorado.

Pandemic not slowing upward trajectory of Colorado’s aerospace industry, the
nation’s second-largest
The 2019 report on the industry showed there are nearly 280 aerospace businesses in Colorado
and more than 500 companies and suppliers providing space-related products and services. The
analysis says 57,830 private and military workers in Colorado support an additional 140,390
workers in all industries, bringing direct and indirect jobs supported by the aerospace sector to
198,220.4
Compare the math and message of the article above with another article below, published in the
Washington Post.

1.5 billion children around globe affected by school closure. What countries are
doing to keep kids learning during pandemic.
There are now nearly 1.5 billion children around the globe — or 87 percent of Earth’s student
population — whose schools have closed because of the novel coronavirus pandemic, and more
than 60 million teachers are home as well, according to a United Nations agency.5
It’s overwhelming to know how many in aerospace are thriving while at the same time billions of
students are struggling to learn. The number of relationships that could connect the strength,
inspiration, insight, and stability of the aerospace industry to students, teachers and schools
provides hope. Together, we can build multiple ships.
Just as overwhelming can be the gap between opportunities for rural and urban students. One
approach to STEMMING the GAP between rural and urban schools involves Collaboration,
Communication, and 21st Century Skills.
A few years ago, our school invited industry leaders to share with us what industry wants from
our students. Another aha moment! The image below summarizes the core values given to us
by industry leaders as well as the core values of our STEM approach to teaching and learning.
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What if we found more ways to connect the industry advice given above to the learning
strategies used in schools? Who is best qualified to inform this?
The mentorships, internships, apprenticeships, and relationships that I’ve witnessed often end up
in discussions that emphasize the need for students to excel in 21st-century skills. (soft skills).
Advice on 21st-century skills directly shared from industry leaders seems to resonate deeply with
students.
In a recent mentorship, Calvin Craig, (Director: Systems Engineering Team, Human Landing
System, Lockheed Martin Space) led one of our STEM students in a discussion of leadership. He
called this “Leaders of Leaders.” I was amazed at the message Calvin Craig so easily shared.
Students and teachers often struggle to find that kind of clarity. Teachers and parents may lack
the aerospace knowledge and high-level leadership experience to effectively guide students to
succeed in the skills they will need to achieve their dreams and conquer the aerospace
problems of the future.
Teachers need mentors as much as students do. We need industry-informed mentorship to
better prepare our students; not just to be us (teachers) but to be leaders in multiple industries
and communities. We need to find an equal balance of "teacher-made-up" stuff with real-world
insight from real-world leaders. Another balance to be achieved is the balance between
required curriculum and the infinite knowledge and skills needed to thrive in the future of the
aerospace industry.
Some of the advice students have shared is that they would like more research-based learning.
Applying the process of research and solving the unknown in every subject could be helpful.
Deploying industry and business partners; not to teach content or their industry, but to inspire
and inform things like leadership, systems thinking, project management, and 21st-century skills

will honor the students’ requests. Having subject matter experts as mentors ameliorates this failfast, high-risk adventure.
COVID Reflection: What Works in Virtual Learning
• Content & Curriculum - Difficult
• Research & Soft Skills - Better
Some industry partners are telling us that education has it backwards.
•
•

Current Educational Systems: 85% Content and Curriculum / 15% Applied (research,
solving the unknown)
Industry and Business Recommendations: 15% on Content and Curriculum / 85%
Applied (research, solving the unknown)

Problem-based learning in schools to solve the known are less effective than PBLs that work on
solving the unknown. Learning activities that are not connected to the real world of research,
leadership, project management, and systems thinking lack meaning. Our students know real,
and they urgently need real-world learning to thrive in their future careers and lives. Combining
Carl Wieman’s active learning theories with relationships extending across every age and subject
might STEM-the-GAP.6
Sue Linch, Engineering Lead for the Janus Program, one of NASA’s Small Innovative Missions
for Planetary Exploration (SIMPLEx), and I just presented a workshop at ASCEND 2020.7 We
were going to talk about the kinds of ships used to connect students to industry leaders. How do
internships, mentorships, apprenticeships and other ships promote meaningful learning that
prepares students to thrive in the future of aerospace and in their personal lives?
Instead of describing ships, we decided to stress the importance of the people who are building
ships. They are the Ship Builders (shipbuilders). It’s time to recount stories from those who are
making a difference for students by Building Ships. We hope you will be inspired to become a
ship builder for K-12 students in your community.
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Sue Linch, Sharon Usher, and Jenny Herbaugh have been leading high school internships with
Lockheed Martin for several years. Normally their students would be on site at the Waterton
campus of Lockheed Martin for a combination of job shadowing and working with mentors
assigned to them.8 Their program is called the Executive High School Internship Program
EHSIP).9
Because COVID prevented Jefferson County Public School’s students from going to the
Lockheed Martin campus, the entire program had to be virtual. The silver lining is that a
virtual platform enabled the STEM School Highland Ranch and a few rural students to join the
JEFFCO interns. Although not without challenges, this pilot was extremely successful.
The EHSIP application process, project management training, and resources that prepare
students to work with subject matter experts play a critical role in the success of this program.
The time Sharon Usher and Jenny Herbaugh spent getting to know each student guarantees that
the students selected have the passion and personality to flourish in the program, and
professionally represent their schools.

Executive High School Internship Program
Project Goals:
Students will be introduced to real engineers in order to think critically in the framework of
spacecraft, exploration, engineering, problem solving, and development of skills such as oral
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communication, public speaking, research skills, media or engineering tool literacy, teamwork,
planning, self-sufficiency, and goal setting.
Secondary Goals:
Through cross-district collaborations and presentations, students will be ambassadors for
younger students, community building, and outreach.
Students will be asked to select an engineering research topic, engineering discipline, or project
management topic that interests them. Students will conduct research on the subject, maintain a
collaborative portfolio of findings or results, and create a final product. Final products will be
presented to younger students and again as a more technical presentation for subject matter
experts.
Structure:
1. Tuesday Virtual Forums: Students will meet weekly for full-group presentations by
Lockheed Martin volunteers. The Lockheed Martin presentations are designed to inspire
and inform students by discussing what happens at Lockheed Martin and how our
students can best prepare to thrive in the aerospace industry.
2. Small Groups: Students will be assigned to a small group. (3-4 students each) Every
group will have a lead mentor from Lockheed Martin that will facilitate projects, inform
solutions, and connect students to aerospace resources. The assigned groups will meet
with their Lockheed Martin mentor weekly to check on progress, present ideas, and learn
from a Lockheed Martin professional.
3. Students must collaborate 1-2 times per week with their assigned group to ensure
continuity and spend enough time on projects to fulfil EHSIP hours. This will be a
combination of virtual meetings and shared documents. Each student will have
responsibilities to contribute to the group’s project.
4. Students will submit weekly reports. Each log entry will contain dates, hours, “what I
did,” and “what I learned. These hours will include individual time spent on research and
completion of projects.
5. Two presentations will be required.
•
•

School Presentations should be aimed at getting students excited about the
topic.
Technical Presentations are aimed at professionals. They can inform them of
another field, an advancement in a field, or use to their current field.

Below are project examples from the FALL 2020 student groups.
1. Mechanical Design for Deep Space Exploration (physically designing their own satellite
based on commercially available CubeSat parts based on Marco, Janus, and Lunar
Trailblazer)

2. Human Exploration & Communication (debunking movie communication with radio
frequency facts; all the while learning about deep space communication, how we
communicate with spacecraft, etc.)
3. Gardeners of the Galaxy – (a proposal to NASA for an advanced concept spacecraft
supporting a future lunar astronaut base)

Emily Nielsen, Lucy Mechanical Engineer, Lockheed Martin Space (left) recruited an all-star
lineup of Lockheed Martin engineers to meet weekly with student interns for the Tuesday
Forums. Sue Linch (right) inspired and informed the collaboration, mentored one of the student
groups, and attended the Tuesday forums.
Tuesday Forums
Sept. 15 - “Career Countdown” with Carlos Arcila
Sept. 22 - “Deep Space Exploration” with Susan Linch
Sept. 29 - “Intern to New Hire” LM (Panelists)
October 6 - “Deep Space SmallSat Missions” with Joseph Shoer
Oct. 13 - “MSA - Mission Support Area for Deep Space Exploration” with Elizabeth Buck
Oct. 20 - “Test Like You Fly” with Andrew Bocker
October 27 - “CHIL” with Darin Bolthouse (VR & AR)
Nov. 3 - “Leadership” Lockheed Martin Management (Panelists)
Nov. 10 - “Materials Test Lab” with Jimmie Nold & Travis Canney
Nov. 17 - “The Science Behind Simplex Asteroid Missions” with Dr. Dan Scheeres
Dec. 1 - “Lucy Virtual Tour” with Cory Prukull and the Lucy team.
Dec. 8 – Final Intern Presentations

Less than a week before OSIRIS-REx collected a soil sample on the asteroid Bennu, more than
205 million miles (330 million km) from Earth, Beth Buck was the featured guest for our
Tuesday Forum. With a laptop computer on a cart, she took us on a historical adventure of
Lockheed Martin spacecraft, ending up in the very room that would be the Mission Support
Area for the OSIRIS-REx expedition seen on national news.10

“Leaders of Leaders” from Lockheed Martin shared their advice to student interns. An
important role reversal occurred when a student asked about the future of deep space exploration.
Ari Vogal, Director, Deep Space Exploration Market Segment at Lockheed Martin, quicky
turned the discussion around by telling the students to answer the question. Lockheed Martin
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leadership listened, and genuinely wanted to know what the students thought. We saw leaders
speaking in real time with future leaders.

"Science Behind SIMPLx Asteroid Missions"
Dr. Dan Sheeres is a University of Colorado Distinguished Professor at the Colorado Center
for Astrodynamics Research (CCAR). His Tuesday Forum presented scientific data to support
the Janus mission and the reason we want to study binary asteroids. He has also been
involved with science for asteroid missions Hayabusa2 and OSIRIS-REx missions from a
science and exploration perspective.
The small group projects are inspiring all. Below are Sue Linch’s recent comments about the
group she is mentoring.
My team, I’m amazed at how well I’ve gotten to know them with just an hour a week.
Dane (student intern) called this weekend with this amazing idea for compact solar array
design – something I’ve never seen before.
I had no basis to evaluate it so now I’m having to think and create rather than just draw on
experience. . . And I’ve seen a LOT in 20+ years.
These students! Innovative, excited. I’m privileged to witness it.
I appreciate all of you for fostering that and believing in them.
Educators, you are the glue that ensures we have a society.
- Sue Linch (Lockheed Martin)
Going into this internship, I personally didn't know what to expect. Being almost halfway
through it, I've learned so much more than I would have ever expected. And beyond that, I've
made lifelong friends that I know I will continue to collaborate with in the future. This

internship has opened up opportunities for friends, content, knowledge, and jobs like nothing
I've ever seen before.
- EHSIP Student Intern
One of my favorite Ship Builders is Darin Bolthouse. Darin is the Manager of Lockheed
Martin’s CHIL - Collaborative Human Immersive Lab in Littleton, Colorado. Just as amazing as
his accomplishments in AR and VR for Lockheed Martin are, is his generosity, time spent with
students, and his genuine belief in the ability of students to design the future of emerging
technologies in the aerospace industry.11

In addition to presenting at professional learning events and the EHSIP Tuesday Forums, Darin
recently agreed to mentor a group of three students who wanted a deeper dive into AR and VR in
engineering. The goal of this small-group, student-driven mentorship is to empower students to
be the creatives in emerging technologies. The guiding question, designed by the students is:
How can the AR and VR industry expand and grow if the younger generation becomes
more involved?
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Carlos Arcila leads the development of Lockheed Martin’s quest to find interns that will be ready for the
challenges in aerospace.12 He somehow implements national programs, while at the same time listening
to students and building meaningful relationships with everyone he meets. His passion for LM, students,
and life has inspired many, including me. Below is a message from one of the Lockheed Martin summer
interns.

My exciting career finding journey started by finding a love for engineering while attending
STEM. While attending, I participated in FIRST Robotics, BEST Robotics, and TSA. My
participation in these clubs drastically aided me in my search for an opportunity to dive into a
STEM related field.
In the summer of 2019, I was given the opportunity to apply for a paid internship as part of
Lockheed Martin’s first ever cohort of high school interns. During my first summer here, I was a
Systems Engineering and Missions Operations (SEMO) intern. Here I worked on reports for the
Mars 2020 heat shield. After being a part of this mission, I got to experience the rush of different
emotions flooding my mind on the day of its launch, July 17th, 2020.
At the end of that summer, I received a return letter to come back to Lockheed Martin in the
following summer. I returned as a paid intern again, only this time, I was able to experience
what it was like to be a cyber security intern on the hypersonic team. During my time here, I
gained skills such as writing scripts in python, creating models for cable management tools, and
even brainstorming prototypes for an autonomous robot used for security.
Overall, it has been an extremely rewarding experience working with Lockheed Martin and I
look forward to pursuing a career with this company in the future.
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- Erin (Summer Intern)
Jack Rumple, System Engineer at Lockheed Martin works with several school robotic teams. He
was introduced to a rural student named Tate and right away they began an informal mentorship.
Below is Jack’s description how simply listening to a student lead to a life-changing chain of
events.
As Tate and I continued to talk, he mentioned that he had found a Weather Radiosonde in a field
one day. He started studying it and learn what it could do. He also found a website where he
could track these released by NOAA out of Boulder.
From there he started building antennas so he could receive the radio signals from them and
gather weather data directly from the source. As we talked, I mentioned that the GOES-R
satellites developed by LM here in Colorado have a radio telemetry ability and since it is funded
through NOAA and NASA, the data is available for everyone.
Tate did some more research into Radio Frequency (RF) antenna design. From scrap around the
farm, he built an antenna that could receive GOES-R telemetry. With that he found a software
program that could convert the down linked data into images. He sent me a couple of the images
he pulled from the GOES-16 satellite in orbit.
I was impressed and forwarded it to the GOES-R Program Manager and a couple of the
engineers on the program. They set up time for Tate and his parents to visit LM and see the
GOES-T and GOES-U satellites being assembled and tested in the clean room.
During the tour, Tate met Ryan Pfeiffer and other engineers on the program. They were so
impressed that Ryan and I set up time we could meet with Tate as part of an Aerospace Self
Study program that Tate had arranged with his school.
- Jack Rumple, System Engineer at Lockheed , Mentor, FRC and FTC

Since meeting Jack Rumple and sharing to him about the projects I have done and still
pursuing, I am really motivated to continue my projects and pursue a career in aerospace.
The experience touring the LM Space facility was absolutely amazing. Seeing the spacecraft

they work on and attention to every detail made a great impact on me to do the same with all of
my projects.
The contact that I have had with the Lockheed Martin engineers since the tour has helped me
through some of the hardest parts of my projects and advice I couldn’t get anywhere else. In
one of my recent projects making a weather radiosonde glider, I remembered essential advice
from Jack and all of the Lockheed engineers I met on the tour and will continue to follow
their advice in other projects. I am very grateful for the help from Jack, Ryan P., and Ryan E.
from Lockheed Martin and look forward to working for Lockheed Martin in the future!
- Tate (rural Colorado student)
Joe is a rural student at Eads HS in Eads, Colorado. His teacher, Dr. Wagner has connected Joe to several
Ship Builders providing insight and a network of support, enabling Joe to pursue his dreams.13

The Nathan Yip Foundation provided grants to support STEM education for Dr. Wagner’s classes.14 Then
Arrow Electronics decided to produce a commercial for an agricultural technology solution on Joe’s
ranch.15 Joe got to know Arrow Electronics and soon was able to network with them. Finally, Joe is an
intern in the Executive HS Internship Program. During the AR and VR EHSIP Tuesday Forum, Joe
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described how they are repairing tractors in eastern Colorado using AR.16 The technology used at
Lockheed Martin in the CHIL will certainly help farmers avoid expensive tractor repair costs.

Building Ships is important to me as a teacher because it allows me to give my students
opportunities that they would not otherwise experience. Obtaining connections to experts is
invaluable so my students get introduced to people and topics that they are interested in. In
rural areas, our students are not introduced or exposed to many of the careers that are
available. Students need to hear from experts. If I can build lasting relationships with experts,
I will be able to introduce my students to those experts for years to come. I don't want me or
my students to have one meeting with people in different industries and never connect with
them again. Current and future students need those connections to help them advance in that
industry. Any advice that the experts can give my students will help give them an advantage
over others who are competing for the same job.
Since we live so far away from many industries, any collaborations and internships I can get
for my students is very important. I don't want any of my students to not get an opportunity to
go into a field they are interested in or miss out on any type of career advancement. I want
them to have a better idea of what they need to do in order to be successful in a career of their
choice as early in their life as possible.
This world is more connected than ever before and students will need to learn how to connect,
collaborate, and be successful while utilizing online resources. Learning these skills in high
school gives students valuable experience and knowledge moving forward, enhancing their
opportunities for success.
- Dr. Joe Wagner (Eads HS, Rural Colorado)
Tom Kirk has a vision of learning for his students at Tiger Trades Academy in the rural
community of La Junta, Colorado. Following many of the core values in Skunk Works, and with
the help of industry ambassador Debra Wilcox, Tom’s students are leading innovative, industryinformed approaches to learning.
Ships built at Tiger Trades Academy began with a visit to STEM School Highlands Ranch,
Children’s Hospital, and Lockheed Martin.17 Meeting other students and industry leaders helped
the La Junta students connect their dreams to ideas inspired by a STEM approach to learning and
the wonder of the aerospace and healthcare industries. What impressed me was what they did
with these discoveries and new relationships. In the span of only a few months they designed an
aerospace logo and tee shirts that they were able present at the Aerospace Day at the Colorado
Capital.18
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Check out these statements from the students at Tiger Trades Academy
Who we are:
We are exploring game changing technology by looking through the Art/Design perspective.
This is in collaboration with our industry partner, The 3D Printing Store.
What we are doing:
We are showing our visions/abilities and “fresh voices” .
We are using traditional methods to “crossover” to the digital world.
Where?:
In our simple shop/studio . We’re building our version of a “Skunkworks.”
Why?:
To gain STEAM (science, tech, engineering, ART and math) “experience” by working with
industry experts. What we believe can be 21st Century authentic learning.
I was deeply touched in a recent zoom meeting with Tom and the students at Tiger Trades
Academy. What they have done at Tiger Trades is exactly what we wanted to happen for every
student in every school. Each and every story they shared is an example of what all schools could
be doing.
The challenge is to bring awareness to others so that those not fortunate enough to go to Tiger
Trades Academy can experience the same joy and learning opportunities that they have
discovered. There should be an URGENCY in education to bring hope, joy, and
opportunity to ALL students. I'm hoping other successful rural schools will tell their story to
increase awareness and provide examples of Building Ships for all rural communities.
Debra Wilcox (CEO, The 3D Printing Store) has been the glue that is making a HUGE
difference.19 She has provided inspiration as an ambassador and driving force for global changes
in learning. Her advice, network, and work with Tiger Trades Academy supports and
19
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communicates the joy, hope, and opportunity that Building Ships can bring to a world
URGENTLY in need of solutions for every student.
One of the connections Debra made for Tiger Trades Academy was to Dirk Wallinger, CEO,
York Space Systems.20 Tiger Trades Academy student Andraya recently worked with Dirk on
their company logo and branding. Andraya’s artistic talent and creative mind was just what
Dirk’s company needed. Validation from York Space Systems was just what Andraya needed.

We can’t show you everything. It’s proprietary.
York gave us a new outlook on our designs. We wanted to originally create a space theme, but
we then had a conversation with Dirk Wallinger and he gave us an idea for our new propriety
design and helped us settle on the slogan. Our experience working with them has been
phenomenal for a school like ours.
- Andraya (Tiger Trades Academy student)
It's not what they do, it's who they are. They are the creatives!
We were able to go to the top and develop a relationship; a connection.
- Tom Kirk (10/29/2020)
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We need to reach out to young people across our state, nation and planet. With the boundless
opportunities that exist for our digital workforce, exploration of space, and making things in our
own communities we need all young minds to tackle these projects. In some ways our
traditional approach to education is not validating students or giving their creativity a voice. We
simply want to tell all students that they are important to our future.
- Debra Wilcox (CEO, The 3D Printing Store)
Now let’s meet an international team of Ship Builders. You won’t believe what is going on in
Belize. It’s an amazing story leading a movement for student-directed and industry-informed
opportunities for students, especially Girls in STEM.
The inspiration for this movement came from the work that PathLight International has been
doing in Belize City and Belmopan.21 PathLight works with surrounding schools by transporting
students to PathLigh sites for after school mentoring. Their definition of mentoring goes well
beyond the typical definition of mentorship as they help students with homework, life skills, and
even offer educational programs in STEM, fine arts, other subjects, and career reediness. They
also provide resources to teachers through teacher training, a library of manipulatives and
materials that teachers can check out, and workshops on the most progressive approaches in
teaching and learning.
Through the nonprofit One Voice 4 Change, I was able to visit the PathLight offices, local
schools, and diverse communities.22 I remember seeing bulletin boards filled with one-page
descriptions the students had created to show what careers they see themselves in. The theme
was called “Future Me.”
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Relationships were at the heart of efforts to build community, strengthen schools, and help
students find their “Future Me.”23 When we returned to Colorado we continued to collaborate on
several virtual presentations and projects. Like the aerospace projects described in this article,
much of our work was inspired and informed by industry and business leaders.
One of these leaders was Susan Morrice, founding member of Xjet Worldwide, CHx Capital, and
co-founder of Belize Natural Energy.24 One Voice 4 Change and the STEM School Highlands
Ranch organized a virtual workshop to help three Belizean girls find their “Future Me.” Susan
was able to inspire us all to DREAM BIG.25 Debra Wilcox was also present at this workshop,
giving great advice on being agile in your approach to finding your passion and career.
The three Belizean student presenters were:
• Joselyn: Belmopan Methodist High School / 10Grade / Belmopan
• Deetra: Belmopan Methodist High School / Grade 12 / Belmopan
• Hadi: Edward P. Yorke High School / Grade 10 / Belize City
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https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2019/10/21/its-all-about-relationships
https://susanmorrice.com/
25
http://stemk12.org/building-ships-in-belize-2/
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The girls each pitched their dreams as well as their challenges. Belizean teachers commented on
school efforts to help students. Belizean educational leaders provided insight to life in Belize and
how community involvement and the spirit of entrepreneurship strengthens their efforts.
Because we all wanted to help the three girls succeed, we continued to connect them to subject
matter experts. In a follow up virtual workshop Margaret Albrecht, Sr. Director Treasury, Visa,
Inc. provided accounting and finance advice to Deetra. She also stressed the importance of
getting to know how accounting and finance impacts Deetra’s community.26 The power of this
approach for aerospace could be in connecting the wonders of deep space exploration with
innovations and ideas that will also strengthen communities.
Every presentation, internship, and mentorship should be seen as a beginning. Long term,
meaningful relationships consist of numerous life-changing experiences. Below are a few we
used to help Josylyn and Hadi.
Engineering the Future of Healthcare
https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2020/10/07/engineering-the-future-of-healthcare
Making the Cut: Your Path to Becoming a Surgeon
https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/making-the-cut-your-path-to-becoming-asurgeonhttp://stemk12.org/building-ships-in-belize-2/
To be continued . . .
Consuelo Godfrey and Beatrice Arnold-Geban (PathLight International) have recently
implemented the gold standard in educational facilitation for industry inspired and informed
learning. Two such initiatives include a digital newsletter and the continuation of “FUTURE
ME.”
"The Educator's Wire" (a digital community celebrating successful teachers, programs, and
educational resources) https://sites.google.com/pathlight.org/ttpsite/home

https://sites.google.com/pathlight.org/futureme/home
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https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2020/09/21/what-did-we-discover

Having seen the “Future Me” collaborations in Belize and knowing how significant Margaret
Albrecht’s advice for Deetra was, Sunita Powar, Manager, Issuer Processing Platform
Development, and Prathyusha Apparasu, Sr. Director, at Visa, Inc. have discussed quarterly
“Future Me” virtual events for girls in STEM, focused on helping students via career roadmaps.
Each event will increase awareness of careers, build portfolios, introduce design thinking,
develop soft skills, improve teamwork strategies, inform problem solving, promote an agile
methodology, and validate empathy and emotional intelligence.
A movement in learning is possible if industry, business, and education follow the lead of Belize,
Visa, CoorsTek, Stryker, One Voice 4 Change, and others. The lessons learned will certainly
allow us to rise above traditional structures. An entire community will build ships that prepare
students to thrive in future careers and provide hope for a joyful life. These ships strengthen
communities and help students solve the world problems they will face.
Alex Pulley, Certified Sr. Ecologist, and Sarah Love, Human Resources Generalist, at Felsburg
Holt & Ullevig Civil Engineering, are also on the STEM School Highlands Ranch Building
Ships Advisory Board. Before COVID, they hosted an industry dinner at their business.
I only say WOW when there are no other words to describe how amazing something is. As for
the Industry Dinner . . . WOW! Students had the chance to rotate through groups of FHU
employees, learning about what they do, why they do it, and how they do it.

Felsburg Holt and Ullevig led a teacher tour as well. The graphic arts department stole the show.
When one of our STEM students wanted to know what the world of graphic arts was like, we
sent her to FHU.

Lilia’s response and artistic “Thank you” speaks volumes. Her understanding of graphic arts
informed by the FHU graphic arts team provided insight that our school could not. Future
discussions between STEM and FHU involve virtual industry events similar to the industry
dinner and job shadowing opportunities for students similar to Lilia’s experience.
We have just read about ships being built by other industries. These types of ships can be built in
the aerospace industry and can exist in any industry or business. Again, the focus comes back to
relationships that go beyond one-and-done. Let’s take a look at how presentations, curated
experiences, and mentorships can be designed to build relationships beyond one-and-done.

Presentations
BEYOND One-and-Done
•

Presenters send us links, articles, or questions that students research before the
presentation. These are usually things the presenters already have. (website, product
descriptions, news about their company)

•

Presenters may challenge our students and staff to solve one of their problems.

•

Presenters let us know the best way to find answers, discover more, and connect with
SME in simple, meaningful ways.

•

The students are expected to come to the presentation with curiosity and questions.

•

We survey all students who participate in the session to find out what they learned, what
they still want to know, and what they will do with what they have learned.

•

We use chat and zoom breakout rooms so that students can discuss in real-time what
inspires them and what they can do to learn more.

Every presentation should be the beginning of a relationship. As a subject matter expert, the
goal shifts from telling students what you do, to discussing what students need to know to
thrive in the future of what you do in your industry. Every presentation can include the
core values in relationships: shared experiences, not a one-way delivery, solving the
unknown, and listening.

Curated Experiences
These are designed with Subject Matter Experts.
Phase I (Discovery- inspired and informed by connections to real-world SME)
Phase II (Role Reversal – STUDENTS create something presented to/for SME, and even
other schools or grades)
Phase III (Sustainable Relationships Without Boundaries)
Below is an example of an idea for a curated experience from Joseph Calibeo, Systems Engineer
at Lockheed Martin. Joe submitted his idea after mentoring students at the STEM School
Highlands Ranch for the Junior Space Entrepreneur Program (JSEP) and later working with
students in several classes.27
Martian Greenhouse
Goals
•

Inspired and informed by subject matter experts, we will create a collaborative learning
experience for students in both rural and urban communities on the topic of a Martian
Greenhouse.

•

Students will apply 21st-Century skills to solve problems, professionally communicate to
experts, and pitch their solutions.

•

Students will be required to research the topic and prepare for each meeting.

•

The project will be documented in the form of a storyline that can be shared to Next
Generation Science Standards and as a model for other collaborations.

Structure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Present Topic / Describe the Challenge / SME Presentation – (Joe Calibeo)
Student Progress Discussions / SME Presentation TBA
Student Progress Discussions / Elevator Pitches / SME Presentation TBA
Peer Review (students present an abbreviated solution to peers and SME)
Student Solutions Presented / Sustainability Proposals

https://stemk12.org/lockheed-martin-jr-space-entrepreneurship-program-jsep/

An agile approach to the collaboration means that all parties take part in the design and
direction of the project. Experiential learning will be a priority as students actively participate,
create solutions, take initiative, and apply what they learn to the real world. Every effort to listen
to the "student voice" will be made.
Background
Astronauts on Mars need to farm their own food in order to be self-sufficient. Growing plants
means utilizing valuable water that could be used for oxygen production, rocket fuel, or human
consumption. If you water the plants too much there will not be enough water for these other
activities and the plants will die. Water the plants too little, and the plants will die and there will
be no food.
Primary Objective
Design and build a device to monitor and precisely water the Martian greenhouse plants. Plants
can be monitored remotely or person, but only remotely or autonomously watered and tended to
until harvest. (NASA can’t pick up a watering can from Earth!)
Topics
•

Freezing Point: All the interior greenhouse space is being used to grow plants which
means that the water tank will be sitting outside. During the Martian nights and winter,
water in the tank will get very cold and possibly freeze potentially damaging the pumps
and fluid handling system. Additionally, the plants inside the greenhouse cannot be
watered with freezing/ice water.
o Detect cold temperature
o Mitigate the cold/freezing water (ice can damage pumps and fluid system)

•

Water Condenser: As previously mentioned, water is a limited resource on Mars but
your astronauts are in luck because there are trace amounts of water vapor in the Martian
atmosphere you can use if you can harvest it.
o Develop a water vapor harvesting system

•

Power storage: Like water, power can be a valuable resource on Mars and any power
savings and generation is valuable! How can the astronauts harvest and utilize this power
to lower the impact on the main Mars habitation power system?
o Estimate power usage per day. Does the system need to be on 24/7?
o Design and implement a power harvesting and storage system to supply power to
the low power micro controller boards.

•

Light balance: Since Mars is farther from the Sun, the light is weaker. Is this enough
sunlight to grow plants? Do we need supplemental lighting?

•

Soil Chemistry: From what the rovers have detected, Martian soil is toxic due to the high
concentrations of perchlorate. How can we how can we mitigate this to help our plants
grow better?

Added Challenge
•

Water Budget: If chosen, each greenhouse will be limited to a water budget of XX
gallons per week. It is up to the team to decided how much water to use/store. Water can
be carried over from week to week, and additional water can be added to the water
budget if the team harvests it.

•

Power Budget: If chosen, each greenhouse will be limited to a power budget of XX WHr
(watt-hour) per day. It is up to the team to decided how much power to use/store. Power
can be carried over from day to day, and additional power can be added to the power
budget if the team harvests it.

Inspiration
https://www.themartiangarden.com/
https://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/livingthings/25feb_greenhouses.html
Facilitating Teachers
•
•
•
•
•

Student Safety and Student Personal Data Protection
Coordination with School Policies and Schedules
Communication to Students
Facilitation and Advisory - Effective Learning Strategies & Community Connections
Resources for Research

Extension
• We hope this will lead to a better understanding of how to implement new programs to

engage K-12 and life-long learners.
• The relationships forged in this project can be used to inspire others to create meaningful
collaborative learning experiences.
• When COVID allows, we could implement on-site active learning experiences.
• Professional Development for Teachers: Facilitating Relationships with SME
Students who thrive in joyful learning do this with the help of their teachers, other students,
industry partners, and a community that fosters their love for life and learning.
I propose we also begin another curated experience.

Lunar Greenhouse Project28
Given the recent discoveries from NASA’s Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy
(SOFIA) about water on the sunlit surface of moon, a curated experience on this topic will put
our students on the cutting edge of solving the unknown.29 The completion of an Artemis Lunar
Greenhouse Project would also allow for hands-on learning as students could build their own
models and use what they learn to innovate better ways to grow food and conserve water on
earth.
My awareness and experience developing virtual curated experience have been informed by
Anne Tweed, (Author) “Designing Effective Science Instruction: What Works in Science
Classrooms” and the QUEST approach to learning about science, developed by Laura Arndt,
Global GreenSTEM, Empowering Next Generation Changemakers!30
A successful example of a QUEST approach can be seen in the Natural Resources Education
Program virtual pilot “Sheiks vs Shale.”31 Check out the storyline in this YouTube clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tp4qh5RtPCo&feature=youtu.be
Below was the QUEST outline we used for the NREP collaboration.
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https://www.nasa.gov/specials/artemis/
https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-s-sofia-discovers-water-on-sunlit-surface-of-moon/
30
https://captainplanetfoundation.org/
31
https://stemk12.org/sheiks-vs-shale/
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MENTORSHIPS
I’ve mentioned Margaret Albrecht, Sr. Director Treasury, Visa, Inc. earlier in this article.
Margaret is also a mentor for a STEM student named Konrad. Each time I witness their
mentorship I’m amazed by simple connections that seem to be life-changing for both the student
and the mentor. When Margaret brought in business professionals from her network, suddenly
those networks became a community of support for the student.
Please look at the email below, composed by another mentor for a student named Tanvi who was
seeking connections to biomedical and genetic research. Janet Laird, RN, MSN, Clinical
Research Nurse – Penrose Cancer Center sent this to Tanvi after only the first mentorship
meeting.
•

In preparation for our next call, I am inquiring about the Virtual Shadow Program.

•

Following our call, I started researching where in silico has been used in genetic research
(based on the Tanvi’s question) to expand our knowledge. I found a good article I would
like to review and share more with you the next time we speak.

•

I will see what research is being considered between the Hybl Center and Centura
Health Research.

•

And I will prepare to give you an overview of the Process of Research.

I had the honor of also attending their second meeting. Hearing their discussion about scientific
research and in silico was one of the most professional discussions I’ve ever witnessed.32
At another virtual mentorship meeting, Respiratory Therapist Kim Hedgemann, Director
Respiratory and Cardiopulmonary Services Littleton, Porter and Castle Rock Adventist Hospitals
- Centura Health discussed everything from engineering and new medical technologies, to heart
wrenching stories of people and healthcare workers in an age of COVID. The student's
grandfather was a respiratory therapist and involved in the innovation and invention of
something called the KoKo Spirometer.33
Mentorships and other ships benefit greatly with simple introductory paragraphs from students
that get to the heart of their interests, career goals, and passions in life. Diving into the passions
and personalities of subject matter experts also helps ignite relationships. I mentioned Calvin
Craig (LM) earlier in this article. Calvin loves fast cars and recently agreed to mentor a student
who also has a great passion for fast cars. Their discussion of cars allowed them to communicate,
leading to an open discussion of engineering in both car racing and aerospace.
As educators, we must listen and learn from every interaction. We may be “highly qualified”
teachers. However, we all have much to learn about meaningful relationships. It’s an infinite and
never-ending adventure. Schools should collect and tell stories. Storylines are often more
powerful than grades, class schedules, test scores, and traditional data.
To bring it full circle, the JEFFCO EHSIP is now planning with STEM and rural partners to
design Healthcare Internships that follow the structure and vison of the Lockheed Martin
Executive High School Internship Program. What I’m hoping you have discovered in reading
this article is that simple relationships start with grassroots efforts and quickly snowball into lifechanging relationships for students, teachers, industries, schools, and communities.
Schools value what Building Ships can bring to their students. I emailed the STEM School
Highlands Ranch College and Career Counseling Director and told her about the ships we were
building. Below was her response.
WOOOOOWWWW!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AMAZING! These are great opportunities for students to
take and use in their college application essays and on their resumes for entrance into
competitive programs and scholarships! Woohoo!
- Kandace Lytle (STEM College & Career Counseling)
This article has mostly outlined approaches that can be used for high school students. Building
Ships for middle school students and elementary students must be addressed as well. How can
we sustain the joy we see in the eyes of a kindergartner into the grades that follow?
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In silico (Pseudo-Latin for "in silicon", alluding to the mass use of silicon for computer chips) is an expression
meaning "performed on computer or via computer simulation" in reference to biological experiments.
33

Spirometry measures the amount (volume) and/or speed (flow) of air that can be inhaled and exhaled.

Middle school students are usually deciding what they like and what they are good at.
Connecting elementary students and middle school students to a community of subject matter
experts has the potential to inspire who they will become and give them the confidence that they
will be supported.
We understand that elementary and middle school teachers are building ships. An important next
step would be to tell their stories and cultivate relationships that are meaningful to both the
students, and the industries who build ships with them. Perhaps our next article can focus on K-8
ships.
There are infinite resources for aerospace content and curriculum. Below are only a few.

Partnerships, Programs, & Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lockheed Martin STEM Education / https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/who-weare/communities/stem-education.html
International Space Training Program (LM)
Colorado Space Business Roundtable
Aerospace Alley / https://www.coaerospacealley.com/
NASA & JPL Educational Resources / https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/
Orion’s Quest / https://orionsquest.org/
CTE Mission: CubeSat /
https://www.ctemissioncubesat.com/?utm_source=validators&utm_medium=emailoutreach&utm_campaign=launch
AIAA Education Content: https://www.aiaa.org/get-involved/studentseducators/higher-orbits-program
First Robotics / https://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/frc
Durango HS Aerospace Program /
https://dhs.durangoschools.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=551650&type=d&pREC
_ID=1056031
Aerospace America /
http://www.omagdigital.com/publication/?m=7270&i=674971&p=8&pre=1
CU Boulder / https://www.colorado.edu/today/2019/06/21/double-take-satellites-get-eyeasteroid-pairs
STEM Magazine / https://www.stemmagazine.com/coJUNE20/viewer/desktop/
CBS This Morning (Nov. 10, 2020)
https://airtable.com/shrTEmBMKiQlBP8nU/tblYIroDPWt1qqBI3

However, there is a shortage of relationships. This is where we need your help.
We need miracles!
When students are fully engaged in learning and so excited to discover, innovate, and create, it
feels like you're watching a miracle.

Here's what you can do. Find ways to support miracles for every child in every school. It's
going to take everyone pouring everything they have into our most precious resource . . .
students!
Look at schools in your community. Get to know what students and teachers need and help them
get it. Inspire them with your expertise, stories, and mentorship. When you see joyful students
learning together, figure out how to support it.
There are multiple ways to support the joy of learning for all students. Each ship you build will
be an opportunity to see a miracle.
Building Ships is not a new concept. Building Ships has always been necessary to serving the
needs of students and as a core value in learning. There are many examples of Building Ships in
every corner of the world. Sharing successful approaches and working together are simple ways
to connect aerospace employees and other caring adults to a culture of learning so urgently
needed for students, schools, and the future of the aerospace industry.

Let’s Build Ships!
Thank you, Lockheed Martin, for supporting students and schools. Your accomplishments in
aerospace are irrefutable. Your ability to Build Ships and inspire learning is “out of this world.”
This article is dedicated to the employees at Lockheed Martin who have inspired, informed, and
supported the STEM School Highlands Ranch. We are forever in your debt.

Thank you STEM School Highlands Ranch, Dr. Penny Eucker, JEFFCO Executive HS
Internship Program, Teachers, Students, Industry Leaders, and AIAA.
-------------------------------------- Examples of Ships Being Built ---------------------------(referenced in the article)

THE SYNK
An approach to learning via synchronous connections
Our approach is based upon a virtual connection that goes well beyond traditional online
courses.34
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https://stemk12.org/academics/the-synk/

Our approach implements collaborations where students and teachers:
o
o
o

Work together in real time
Solve real-world problems (PBL, problem-based learning)
Collaborate with local business, industry, higher education, and subject matter experts

With this approach, the walls that confine traditional learning are eliminated. Students are able to
collaborate in real time with infinite learning partners. Every class is connected to anyone or
anything that enables them to tackle the world’s most challenging problems.
•

https://stemk12.org/academics/the-synk/

FUTURE ME
• https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2019/10/21/its-all-about-relationships
• https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2020/02/04/teachers-helping-teacherscolorado-to-belize
• https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/coffee-conversation-why
• "The Educator's Wire" (a digital community celebrating successful teachers, programs,
and educational resources) https://sites.google.com/pathlight.org/ttpsite/home
Engineering the Future of Healthcare
• https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2020/10/07/engineering-the-future-ofhealthcare
Making the Cut: Your Path to Becoming a Surgeon
• https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/making-the-cut-your-path-to-becoming-asurgeonhttp://stemk12.org/building-ships-in-belize-2/
• https://www.onevoice4change.org/single-post/2020/09/21/what-did-we-discover
Sheiks vs Shale
• https://stemk12.org/sheiks-vs-shale/
• https://youtu.be/Tp4qh5RtPCo
Working Together for ALL Students
• https://stemk12.org/la-junta-stem-lockheed-martin-childrens-hospital-working-togetherfor-all-students/
K-99 Aerospace
• https://stemk12.org/k-99-aerospace/
Curated Experiences
Upcoming Collaborations and Ideas: (possible industry, higher education, and K-12 partners)
•

"Water is for Everyone" - grades 6-8 (USGS, CSU Spur, multiple schools)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Artemis Lunar Greenhouse Project" grades 3-5 (NASA, Lockheed Martin, multiple
schools, multiple scientists)
"Martian Greenhouse" – grades 8-10 (Lockheed Martin, multiple schools, multiple
scientists)
"Birds and Butterflies" – grades K-3 (multimedia creation with scientists, artists,
musicians, dancers, and multiple schools)
"Transportation: Putting it All Together" – grades 9-12 (CDOT, multiple schools,
civil engineers)
"D & T in the UK” – grades 6-8 (Design and Technology with UK partner school and
experts in technology)
“Future Me” and “Girls in STEM” – grades K-12 (PathLight International, One Voice
4 Change, Visa)
"Mentor for a Moment" - grades 8-12 (an initiative in collaboration with CENTURA
Health)
"Global Healthcare" – grades 6-12 (an entire series of healthcare presentations and
curated experiences with healthcare professionals and multiple international students.
"PAWsthetics" – grades 3-4 (3D Printing Prosthetics for Pets)
"Out of This World Designs" – grades 5-12 (shared 3D files from Lockheed Martin
combined in AR and VR learning experiences)
"New Collar Workforce: AR Brings Human/Machine Stories to Life" – grades 9-12
(Sara Boisvert and multiple manufacturing businesses)
"Student Forums" – grades 5-12 (multiple forums on topics chosen by students and led
by students, facilitated and supported by caring adults and subject matter experts)
“One Voice 4 Climate Change” – grades 6-8 (Belize, Madi, Climate Scientists)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ssegHklAow
“Advanced Manufacturing: Engineering the Future of Healthcare” – grades 9-12
(STEM Student Led, CoorsTek, Stryker, 3D Printing)
“AR & VR Vision for the Future of Learning: Young People Involved in the Design of
Emerging Technologies” – grades 8-12 (100 % student led, Lockheed Martin, STEM)
“Cultural Linguistics: Student Led Collaborations in Spanish & English” – grades 610 (Rural US, El Colegio Patria in Las Varas, MX, Rural Belize, Regis University)

